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DEDICATION

In honor of Pepperdine Law Review’s 50th Anniversary, we would like to dedicate the final issue of Volume L to our first Editor-in-Chief, Barbara McDonald. The then-Dean of the Law School and current Dean Emeritus, Ronald Phillips, appointed Mrs. McDonald as our inaugural Editor-in-Chief for her intelligence, work ethic, and commitment to legal scholarship. While Mrs. McDonald led the first Law Review, she was also a mother to four children and ultimately graduated first in her class. Mrs. McDonald assembled a team of her peers and persevered through the numerous challenges that come with building a journal from the ground up. Because of Mrs. McDonald’s leadership, she and her team overcame many obstacles to publish the first volume of Pepperdine Law Review and left a legacy that countless students have benefitted from over the past fifty years.

We are deeply grateful for each of the members of Pepperdine Law Review, past and current, but we are especially thankful for the trailblazing efforts of Mrs. McDonald and the Volume I Editorial Board for creating this journal. As we honor Mrs. McDonald and all those who have contributed to Law Review over the past fifty years, we look forward to the continued work to be done for many years to come.